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Disorderly Conduct
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Alexandra Ivy comes a new story in her Guardians of Eternity
series… Javad has one rule. No fighting pits. It doesn’t matter that the savage battles have been a tradition among demons
for eons. As the manager of the Viper’s Nest in Vegas, his word is law. Period. Then he hears rumors that some fool has
dared to create a fighting pit in the middle of the desert. He goes in search of the hidden location, only to realize too late
it’s a trap by his former master Vynom. The powerful vampire is determined to force Javad to fight once again. This time to
the death. Terra is a rare fey creature known as a Seraf. Long ago she’d been captured by Vynom and forced to heal the
fighters he used in his pits. Javad had rescued her, and she’d given him a medallion. If he ever needed her, all he had to do
was to speak her name and the magic would lead her to him. When she hears his call she doesn’t hesitate to rush to his
rescue. Even when it means returning to the dark violence that still haunts her dreams. Can they escape the nightmare that
nearly destroyed them in the past? And if they survive, are they willing to sacrifice the duties that have pulled them apart
to battle for a future together? **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction
to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we
do.**

Forgotten Sins: Sin Brothers Book 1 (A heartstopping, addictive thriller)
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti comes a new story in her Dark Protectors series…
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The Hunter For almost a century, the Realm’s most deadly assassin, Chalton Reese, has left war and death in the past,
turning instead to strategy, reason, and technology. His fingers, still stained with blood, now protect with a keyboard
instead of a weapon. Until the vampire king sends him on one more mission; to hunt down a human female with the
knowledge to destroy the Realm. A woman with eyes like emeralds, a brain to match his own, and a passion that might
destroy them both—if the enemy on their heels doesn’t do so first. The Hunted Olivia Roberts has foregone relationships
with wimpy metro-sexuals in favor of pursuing a good story, bound and determined to uncover the truth, any truth. When
her instincts start humming about missing proprietary information, she has no idea her search for a story will lead her to a
ripped, sexy, and dangerous male beyond any human man. Setting aside the unbelievable fact that he’s a vampire and
she’s his prey, she discovers that trusting him is the only chance they have to survive the danger stalking them both.
**Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for
fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

Twisted Truths
The Brothers Karamazov is the final novel by the Russian author Fyodor Dostoevsky, and is generally considered the
culmination of his life's work. Dostoevsky spent nearly two years writing The Brothers Karamazov, which was published as a
serial in The Russian Messenger and completed in November 1880. Dostoevsky intended it to be the first part in an epic
story titled The Life of a Great Sinner, but he died less than four months after its publication. The book portrays a parricide
in which each of the murdered man's sons share a varying degree of complicity. On a deeper level, it is a spiritual drama of
moral struggles concerning faith, doubt, reason, free will and modern Russia. Dostoevsky composed much of the novel in
Staraya Russa, which is also the main setting of the novel.

Papal Sin
Not Yet Married
Life Is Never Mainly About Love and Marriage. So Learn to Live and Date for More. Many of you grew up assuming that
marriage would meet all of your needs and unlock God’s purposes for you. But God has far more planned for you than your
future marriage. Not Yet Married is not about waiting quietly in the corner of the world for God to bring you “the one,” but
about inspiring you to live and date for more now. If you follow Jesus, the search for a spouse is no longer a pursuit of the
perfect person, but a pursuit of more of God. He will likely write a love story for you different than the one you would write
for yourself, but that’s because he loves you and knows how to write a better story. This book was written to help you find
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real hope, happiness, and purpose in your not-yet-married life.

The Seven Sins of Memory
A New York Times Notable Book: A psychologist’s “gripping and thought-provoking” look at how and why our brains
sometimes fail us (Steven Pinker, author of How the Mind Works). In this intriguing study, Harvard psychologist Daniel L.
Schacter explores the memory miscues that occur in everyday life, placing them into seven categories: absent-mindedness,
transience, blocking, misattribution, suggestibility, bias, and persistence. Illustrating these concepts with vivid
examples—case studies, literary excerpts, experimental evidence, and accounts of highly visible news events such as the
O. J. Simpson verdict, Bill Clinton’s grand jury testimony, and the search for the Oklahoma City bomber—he also delves into
striking new scientific research, giving us a glimpse of the fascinating neurology of memory and offering “insight into
common malfunctions of the mind” (USA Today). “Though memory failure can amount to little more than a mild annoyance,
the consequences of misattribution in eyewitness testimony can be devastating, as can the consequences of suggestibility
among pre-school children and among adults with ‘false memory syndrome’ . . . Drawing upon recent neuroimaging
research that allows a glimpse of the brain as it learns and remembers, Schacter guides his readers on a fascinating journey
of the human mind.” —Library Journal “Clear, entertaining and provocative . . . Encourages a new appreciation of the
complexity and fragility of memory.” —The Seattle Times “Should be required reading for police, lawyers, psychologists,
and anyone else who wants to understand how memory can go terribly wrong.” —The Atlanta Journal-Constitution “A
fascinating journey through paths of memory, its open avenues and blind alleys . . . Lucid, engaging, and enjoyable.”
—Jerome Groopman, MD “Compelling in its science and its probing examination of everyday life, The Seven Sins of Memory
is also a delightful book, lively and clear.” —Chicago Tribune Winner of the William James Book Award

The Sins of Brother Curtis
The Line Between Obsession and Love has Disappeared The world has changed. Any rules that might’ve been in place
before the Scorpius bacterium ripped through civilization and decreased its population are no longer in place. Obsession
and survival are the new reality. So, Marcus Knight, after a hellish time in captivity that stole most of his memory and all of
his soul, has one focus, and that’s keeping Dr. Penelope Kim safe in the aftermath. She’d risked her life to save him once,
and she’s all that matters. For months, he’s kept his distance, protecting her from afar, because he knows that one
touch—one sigh—one kiss—from her will never be enough. Passion is a Dangerous and Deadly Temptation Penny Kim is one
of the few doctors still living, and she alone holds the key to ensuring the human race continues. Several of her friends are
pregnant, and the clock is ticking down on their survival. Her days are filled with experiments and hope, while her nights
are consumed with visions and dreams of the hard-bodied and powerful soldier who’s made her safety his one and only
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mission. She should be wary of him; she should be terrified of him. Yet all she feels is an unreal craving for his touch that
gets stronger every day. Life is short, and she’s unwilling to wait, unaware of the danger already hunting them both. Some
risks are worth it, even in this new and dangerous world. “Thrilling, post-apocalyptic romance at its dark, sizzling best!”
--New York Times bestselling author Lara Adrian

Samurai Game
Don’t miss the first four volumes of the unforgettable Dark Protectors series:Fated, Claimed, Temped, Hunted Driven by
prophecy, the Dark Protectors are male vampires, fearless and born to mate with human females--for eternity. Talen Kayrs
is on a mission, and once Cara Paulsen takes him as her mate, nothing can stop the force of his desire Vampire king Dage
Kayrs knows that when he encounters the brilliant geneticist Emma Paulsen, the power of their coming together will never
be decoded When bodyguard Max Petrovsky is sent to rescue Sarah Pringle from the evil Kurjans chasing her, he’s willing to
go far beyond the call of duty It’s taken over a century for ultimate soldier Connor Kayrs to consummate his union with the
powerful witch Moira Dunne, but the time has come Ready or not, the Dark Protectors are turning up the heat! “If you want
hot, sexy, dangerous romancethis series is for you.” --Paranormal Haven “Hot and fast from beginning to end.”--Kate
Douglas on Fated “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.”--Publishers Weekly on Claimed 400,000 Words

Forgotten Sins
Hungry Like the Wolf
MARRY ME Cara Paulsen does not give up easily. A scientist and a single mother, she's used to fighting for what she wants,
keeping a cool head, and doing whatever it takes to protect her daughter Janie. But "whatever it takes" has never before
included a shotgun wedding to a dangerous-looking stranger with an attitude problem. . . OR ELSE Sure, the mysterious
Talen says that he's there to protect Cara and Janie. He also says that he's a three-hundred-year-old vampire. Of course, the
way he touches her, Cara might actually believe he's had that long to practice. . .

The Book of Her Life
Presents a translation of the Danish philosopher's 1844 treatise on anxiety, which he claimed could only be overcome
through embracing it.
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Teased: A Dark Protectors--Reese Family Novella
The first full length Gypsy Brothers novel from the smash hit author Lili St Germain. Now a USA Today bestseller! How much
is a life worth? I grew up in Columbia, the daughter of a wealthy drug lord. I lived a life of extravagance, until one day a
drug run went horribly wrong and everything came crashing down around me. I was given away. A payment for a debt. The
Gypsy Brothers motorcycle club became my owners, and I did everything I could to survive. But falling in love with the man
who owned me wasn't part of the plan Praise for the Cartel trilogy: 'Awesome job Lili I am ready to hop on the back of a bike
and join the club!' LiteraryGossip.com 'I can't believe it took me this long to finally pick up this author sign me up for more
of the Gypsy Brothers!' Jasmine, GoodReads 'Sensational, shocking, compelling and totally addictive the best when it comes
to dark, brooding and bloody romance' Kelly, Perusing Princesses

Catechism of the Catholic Church
This is an excellent examination of conscience, focusing on a different virtue each month of the year. January is Faith
February is Hope March is Charity or the Love of God April is proper Reverence for God May covers the positive aspects of
Love of Neighbor June covers the negative aspects of Love of Neighbor July is on Justince August discusses Chastity
September covers Temperance October covers Obedience November covers Meekness and finally December covers
Humility After each instruction is a prayer to be said each day of the month. This is followed by an examination of
conscience, where the mortal and venial sins against he virtue are considered. This section is followed by a practical lists of
suggestions to help in the practice of virtue. This book sis excellent for the Catholic who is serious about becoming a saint.

Secrets
Jonas McGregor was a traditional cowboy. He had many secrets under his cowboy hat. To reveal them would be to admit he
was human. Instead he chose the life his daddy planned out for him: To be the best horse whisperer in Montana. Everything
has its limits, even as a boy he wanted it all. So when his brother Marcus showed interest in their next door neighbor he had
to pull a prank that would set his life on a different course. Years later many events happen to unravel Jonas' mistakes.
Which causes his family to fall apart. His sons Jason, Jesse, and Jude are stuck in the middle of their families past sins. But
can they overcome the past and look to the future? Or will they ruin their chances of happiness and love when they meet
three women who makes them more than The McGregor Legacy?

Coronavirus and Christ
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The destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians in 587 BC is the likely setting for the book of Lamentations. This was the
most traumatic event in the whole of Old Testament history, with its extreme human suffering, devastation of the ancient
city, national humiliation, and the undermining of all that was thought to be theologically guaranteed like the Davidic
monarchy, the city of Zion, and the temple of the God of Israel. It is out of that unspeakable pain that Lamentations speaks,
in poetry of astonishing beauty and intricacy, though soaked in tears. If we neglect this book, says Chris Wright, we miss
the challenge and reward of wrestling with the massive theological issues that permeate it. How can suffering be endured
alongside faith in an all-loving, good God? Even if these events are recognized and accepted as God's judgment, has not the
flood of brutality and evil gone beyond all bounds? If anarchy, death and destruction stalk the land, can the center of Israel
s faith in the covenant God of faithfulness and mercy hold? In this Bible Speaks Today volume, Wright shows that as
Christian readers we must not, and cannot, isolate Lamentations from the rest of the Bible; and equally, that we should not
read the rest of the Bible without Lamentations. We must still let it speak for itself, as a book for today.

Wicked Ride
This brilliantly reported, unforgettable true story reveals how one of the most monstrous sexual criminals in the history of
the Mormon church preyed on his victims even as he was protected by the church elders who knew of his behavior. When
Seattle attorney Tim Kosnoff agreed to listen to an eighteen-year-old man who claimed to have been molested by his
Mormon Sunday school teacher, he had no idea he was embarking on a quest for justice on behalf of multiple victims or
that the battle would consume years of his life and pit him against the vast, powerful, and unrepentant Mormon church
itself. As Kosnoff began to investigate the case, he discovered that the Sunday school teacher, a mysterious figure named
Frank Curtis, possessed a long and violent prison record before he was welcomed into the church, where he became a
respected elder entrusted with the care of prepubescent Mormon boys. Through Lisa Davis’s deft storytelling, two
astonishing narratives unfold. The first shows how Brother Curtis ingratiated himself into the lives of young boys from
working-class Mormon families where money was tight, and was accepted by mothers and fathers who saw in him a kindly
uncle or grandfather figure who enjoyed the blessing of the church. Having gained the families’ trust, Curtis became
fiendishly helpful, offering to supervise trips or overnights out of the sight of parents, when he could manipulate his victims
or ply them with alcohol. The other narrative is a real-life legal thriller. As Davis shows, Kosnoff and his partners tirelessly
assembled the case against the church, sifting through records, tracking down victims, and convincing them to testify about
Brother Curtis’s acts. What began as a case of one plaintiff turned into a complex web stretching across multiple states.
Joined by what would become a team of attorneys and investigators, Kosnoff found himself up against one of the most
insular institutions in the United States: the secretive and powerful Mormon church. The amazing legal case at the heart of
The Sins of Brother Curtis shows how the church’s elite, well-funded team of attorneys claimed the church was protected
under the Constitution from revealing that Curtis had molested a number of Mormon boys. Yet Kosnoff and his devoted
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legal team (which included a female investigator adept at getting parents of victims to talk to her) succeeded in forcing the
church to reveal that it knew about Curtis and ultimately achieved a successful settlement. Emotionally powerful page by
page, The Sins of Brother Curtis delivers a redemptive reading experience in which the truth, no matter how painful and
hidden, is told at last and justice is hard won. This is a remarkable story, all true.

Against the Wind, Season 2, Episode 1
This updated second edition of the Catechism of the Catholic Church incorporates all the final modifications made in the
complete, official Latin text, accompanied by line-by-line explanations of orthodox Catholicism, summaries of each section,
a detailed index, extensive cross-references, and helpful footnotes.

Paradise Lost
The One Man She Can't Have Matt Dean was born to fight . . . and kill. A member of a secret black-ops military unit, he and
his brothers were genetically engineered by the government to be the perfect soldiers with an expiration date. Now, with
time running out, he's gone rogue in a relentless quest for the one person who can save them. His mission leads him to
Charmed, Idaho . . . and to a beautiful woman with eyes like emeralds and a body made for pleasure. The One Woman He
Can't Resist Laney Jacobs knows the mysterious, handsome stranger is trouble from the moment he walks into her bar,
looking for a job. She's spent years running from her own past-the last thing she needs is a romantic entanglement. But
Matt's strong arms offer her protection and his gentle touch promises passion unlike anything she's ever known. As lethal
forces surround them, revealing explosive secrets about Matt's past and putting everything-and everyone-he holds dear in
danger, can he save them all before time runs out? (90,000 words)

The Last Sin Eater
A betrayal he couldn't forget . . . A love she couldn't deny . . . The moment Audrey Madison spies Nate across a crowded
ballroom, she can barely breathe. He's just as undeniably sexy as she remembers, yet there's an edge to him now that's as
irresistible as it is dangerous. When he asks for her help, Audrey can't refuse. But she has secrets of her own--secrets that,
if Nate ever discovers them, may cost them both their lives . . . (90,000 words)

The Dark Protectors
"This is a time when the fragile form of this world is felt. The seemingly solid foundations are shaking. The question we
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should be asking is, Do we have a Rock under our feet? A Rock that cannot be shaken—ever?" —John Piper On January 11,
2020, a novel coronavirus (COVID-19) reportedly claimed its first victim in the Hubei province of China. By March 11, 2020,
the World Health Organization had declared a global pandemic. In the midst of this fear and uncertainty, it is natural to
wonder what God is doing. In Coronavirus and Christ, John Piper invites readers around the world to stand on the solid Rock,
who is Jesus Christ, in whom our souls can be sustained by the sovereign God who ordains, governs, and reigns over all
things to accomplish his wise and good purposes for those who trust in him. What is God doing through the coronavirus?
Piper offers six biblical answers to that question, showing us that God is at work in this moment in history.

Forgotten Factors of Sexual Sin
Paradise Lost is an epic poem in twelve books, in English heroic verse without rhyme, by John Milton (C. P. P.) and was
published in 1667. The subject is the fall of man, and the expulsion from Paradise.

Mercury Striking
“Explodes with action, spice and humor.” —Publishers Weekly on Hidden Hunter Holt might be the most stubborn ex-soldier
ever born, but when he’s called on to help find a lost foster kid, he jumps into action. Even if it means working with the
woman who broke his heart five years ago—the woman who still haunts his dreams . . . “Fans of J. D. Robb and Karen
Robards will love Zanetti's series start.” —Booklist on Hidden Faye Smith has spent five long years trying to get her life
back on track. She knows she should’ve turned toward Hunter and not away from him. But they both had too many demons
to destroy. Maybe now they’ll get another chance—and save someone else’s life too . . . “Spicy romantic interplay; Highly
recommended.” —Library Journal on Vampire’s Faith But first they’ll have to stop arguing long enough to trust the Deep
Ops team. Hunter was a lost boy himself once. In fact, he ran away from the exact same man, their monster of a father.
Now he and Faye will have to unite to find the brother he never knew—and maybe each other . . .

The Writings of Saint Francis of Assisi
Why does the church seem to falter when in ministering to those caught in sexual sin? And why does victory over these sins
seem so elusive? Roy Hession uncovers these forgotten factors of sexual sin, and guides the faltering believer to a place of
deeper repentance and full freedom in Christ.

Blind Faith
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Bullets and Kisses Can Burn The last person Anna Albertini expects to see in an orange jumpsuit in District Court—a place
she SO doesn't belong as a new prosecuting attorney—is Aiden Devlin, the man who’d saved her life when they were kids.
For years, she has dreamed about him. Now here he is—his eyes blue, his chest wide, and his hands in cuffs. Sure, Aiden
says he doesn’t want her help, and his ties to a deadly motorcycle club should give her warning. Yes, her new boss is a sexy
Italian bad boy who might be using the case to climb to the top. Plus, the detective assigned to the case, with his green
eyes and broad shoulders, wants her to stay out of his way. With so much testosterone surrounding her all of a sudden,
most women would find it hard to concentrate. This might be why the case leads Anna to yelp during a spa appointment,
fall out of a tree, and chase a naked old man around the courtroom. It’s a good thing Anna learned a long time ago to be
her own hero, no matter how fast the bullets fly or the kisses consume.

Examination of Conscience for Adults
Fated
Aline was in bed with a handsome stranger! He claimed she'd made love to him. Her mind couldn't remember a thing, but
her body was on fire. Jake accused Aline of conveniently faking her amnesia, of deliberately holding something back.
However, his passion for her was undeniable, and if he really believed she was keeping a guilty secret, why did he tell her
that he would always be there for her? Did his body know a truth his mind denied?

The Brothers Karamazov
With twists and turns that will blow you away, TWISTED TRUTHS is a sexy, action-packed suspense at its very best. "A pure
adrenaline rush."--RT Book Reviews You can't escape the past . . . Noni is desperate. Her infant niece has been kidnapped,
and the only person who can save her is a private detective with too many secrets to count---and more enemies than he
can name. A man who walked away from Noni without any warning a year ago, a man who broke her heart. But with Talia's
life on the line, Noni needs his help now more than ever---and this time, she won't take no for an answer . . . The moment
Denver Jones sees Noni, the memories come rushing back. The fire in her eyes. The determination in her voice. The danger
of having her in his life. Denver had to push her away once, but now with vicious criminals threatening Noni and her niece,
he'll do whatever it takes to protect them. But enemies from his past are circling, and they'll use anything---and anyone---to
get to Denver. This trade paperback edition contains extra bonus scenes not available anywhere else.

The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the Sacraments, Together with the
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Psalter
I have secrets--old, ugly ones that can destroy the fragile bond between me and Ivy. So I stay silent, feel them fester and
eat at me. But Ivy's ignorance isn't anyone's bliss. It's making her vulnerable to our enemies. And my keeping the secrets is
nothing less than a betrayal. When she finds out, I might lose the only thing I've ever wanted Ivy's love.

The Concept of Anxiety: A Simple Psychologically Oriented Deliberation in View of the
Dogmatic Problem of Hereditary Sin
"Plantinga's treatment of sin is comprehensive, articulate, and well written. It confirms the orthodox and neo-orthodox
doctrine of sin, lavishly illustrates it from contemporary events, and plumbs depths in understanding sin's complexities and
banalities

Wicked Burn
“Non-stop action and a hero to die for!”—Alexandra Ivy “Fast-paced romancevery compelling. Highly
recommended.”—Library Journal Alexandra Monzelle is a hard-fighting, heat-packing Seattle vice cop, and she’s not much
interested in being protected. Her short skirt and sex-kitten heels are tools to lure her suspects into talking about the
deadly new drug hitting the streets. She can take care of herself and then some. Unfortunately, she can’t seem to get that
through to Kellach Dunne. Kellach is a fresh import from Dublin, and he’s landed at the heart of a vicious motorcycle club
that deals in guns, narcotics, and mayhem. He’s all male, all rough power—and all interference in her damn investigation.
Maybe he’s one of the good guys. Maybe not. Lex knows an affair with an immortal like him would risk everything. No
matter how delicious he looks “Hot and fast from beginning to end.”—Kate Douglas on Fated “Sizzling sex scenes and a
memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action Zanetti keeps getting
better.”– RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick

Taken
Look out for a new book from Garry Wills, What The Qur'an Meant, coming fall 2017. "The truth, we are told, will make us
free. It is time to free Catholics, lay as well as clerical, from the structures of deceit that are our subtle modern form of
papal sin. Paler, subtler, less dramatic than the sins castigated by Orcagna or Dante, these are the quiet sins of intellectual
betrayal." --from the Introduction From Pulitzer Prize-winning author Garry Wills comes an assured, acutely insightful--and
occasionally stinging--critique of the Catholic Church and its hierarchy from the nineteenth century to the present. Papal Sin
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in the past was blatant, as Catholics themselves realized when they painted popes roasting in hell on their own church
walls. Surely, the great abuses of the past--the nepotism, murders, and wars of conquest--no longer prevail; yet, the sin of
the modern papacy, as revealed by Garry Wills in his penetrating new book, is every bit as real, though less obvious than
the old sins. Wills describes a papacy that seems steadfastly unwilling to face the truth about itself, its past, and its
relations with others. The refusal of the authorities of the Church to be honest about its teachings has needlessly
exacerbated original mistakes. Even when the Vatican has tried to tell the truth--e.g., about Catholics and the Holocaust--it
has ended up resorting to historical distortions and evasions. The same is true when the papacy has attempted to deal with
its record of discrimination against women, or with its unbelievable assertion that "natural law" dictates its sexual code.
Though the blithe disregard of some Catholics for papal directives has occasionally been attributed to mere hedonism or
willfulness, it actually reflects a failure, after long trying on their part, to find a credible level of honesty in the official
positions adopted by modern popes. On many issues outside the realm of revealed doctrine, the papacy has made itself
unbelievable even to the well-disposed laity. The resulting distrust is in fact a neglected reason for the shortage of priests.
Entirely aside from the public uproar over celibacy, potential clergy have proven unwilling to put themselves in a position
that supports dishonest teachings. Wills traces the rise of the papacy's stubborn resistance to the truth, beginning with the
challenges posed in the nineteenth century by science, democracy, scriptural scholarship, and rigorous history. The legacy
of that resistance, despite the brief flare of John XXIII's papacy and some good initiatives in the 1960s by the Second
Vatican Council (later baffled), is still strong in the Vatican. Finally Wills reminds the reader of the positive potential of the
Church by turning to some great truth tellers of the Catholic tradition--St. Augustine, John Henry Newman, John Acton, and
John XXIII. In them, Wills shows that the righteous path can still be taken, if only the Vatican will muster the courage to
speak even embarrassing truths in the name of Truth itself.

The Kite Runner
"With nothing but rumors to lead her, Lynne Harmony has trekked across a nightmare landscape to find one man--a
mysterious, damaged legend who protects the weak and leads the strong. He's more than muscle and firepower--and in
post-plague L.A., he's her only hope. As the one woman who could cure the disease, Lynne is the single most volatile--and
vulnerable--creature in this new and ruthless world"--Page 4 of cover.

McGregor Sins
"The Book of Her Life" is the spiritual autobiography of a Counter Reformation mystic and monastic reformer of sixteenth
century Spain. Introduction by Jodi Bilinkoff.
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Tricked: A Dark Protectors--Reece Family Novella
Not the Way It's Supposed to Be
1999 Gold Medallion Award winner! A repackage of Francine Rivers's beloved novel, now with a stunning new look and
bonus discussion questions. All that matters for Cadi Forbes is finding the one man who can set her free from the sin that
plagues her, the sin that has stolen her mother's love from her and made her wish she could flee life and its terrible
injustice. But Cadi doesn't know that the "sin eater" is seeking as well. Before their journeys are over, Cadi and the sin eater
must face themselves, each other, and the One who will demand everything from them in exchange for t

The Message of Lamentations
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide

Sacrifice of Darkness: A Guardians of Eternity Novella
Forgotten Sins is the first book in New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti's thrilling romantic suspense series,
Sin Brothers, that will be loved by fans of Karen Rose, Kylie Brant, Elaine Levine, Maya Banks's KGI series and Lisa Jackson.
His secrets can destroy her But her love can save him From the moment Josie laid eyes on sexy, mysterious Shane Dean,
she was in love. Their desire ignited a passionate affair, and within weeks, Shane had slipped a ring on her finger. It seemed
her every fantasy was coming trueuntil her new husband disappeared without a trace. Now, two years and one broken
heart later, Josie is shocked when the hospital calls: Shane has been foundat a crime scene with no memory of how he got
there. Shane can't remember the blue-eyed angel at his bedside - or who he even is - but he knows something isn't right.
His hearing is razor sharp, his physical strength incredible, and the urge to protect Josie overwhelming. For powerful
enemies are hunting him, and Josie is the key to discovering why. As Shane struggles to unravel his past, dangerous new
truths come to light. Can he protect the only woman he's ever loved? And can Josie trust a man she thought she knew - one
who carries such a deadly secret? For more addictive romantic suspense look out for the rest of the titles in the Sin Brothers
series and the spin-off series, Blood Brothers: Deadly Silence, Lethal Lies and Twisted Truths. And for breathtaking passion
played out against a dangerous race for survival, look for the titles in The Scorpius Syndrome series: Mercury Striking,
Shadow Falling and Justice Ascending.

Knight Awakening
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"Hot, action-packed, and sexy as hell."-Sara Humphreys, award-winning author of Vampire Trouble INTRODUCING SWAT:
SPECIAL WOLF ALPHA TEAM They're tight They're on target They're as alpha as men can get The Dallas SWAT team is
hiding one helluva secretthey're a pack of wolf shifters. The team of elite sharpshooters is ultra-secretive-and also the
darlings of Dallas. This doesn't sit well with investigative journalist Mackenzie Stone. They must be hiding somethingand
she's determined to find out what. Keeping Mac at a distance proves impossible for SWAT team commander Gage Dixon.
She's smart, sexy, and makes him feel alive for the first time in years. But she's getting dangerously close to the truth-and
perilously close to his heart SWAT (Special Wolf Alpha Team) Series Hungry Like the Wolf Wolf Trouble In the Company of
Wolves Praise for Paige Tyler's X-Ops series: "A wild, hot, and sexy ride. I loved it!"-Terry Spear, USA Today bestselling
author of A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing "Dangerously sexy and satisfying."-Virna DePaul, New York Times bestselling author of
the Belladonna Agency series "Nonstop action and hair-raising storytelling done well."-RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars

Cartel
"Zanetti gives paranormal a sexy MC twist!" --New York Times bestselling author Joanna Wylde If you love the Dark
Protectors, these wicked hot Realm Enforcers are for you! Simone Brightston knows she can beat the rap her enemies are
pinning on her. An Irish witch is nobody's fool, and she didn't get to her position on the high council without serious power.
But her cousins want her to hide out--and they somehow convinced her arch nemesis to play getaway driver. Of all the men
she's known, Nikolaj Veis is the hardest to intimidate. With his demon-dark eyes and his inscrutable beauty, he's as
desirable as he is dangerous. And he knows better than to underestimate Simone. So when he pulls up on a roaring bike
and tells her to climb on or fight it out, she grabs a handful of jacket and holds on tight. Running from the law may not be
the smartest plan. But when it comes to Nick, hot pursuit and a blazing fast ride are exactly what Simone's looking for . . .
Includes the brand new Dark Protectors novella, ‘Talen’! "Non-stop action and a hero to die for!" --Alexandra Ivy "Sizzling
sex scenes and a memorable cast." --Publishers Weekly on Claimed "A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action
Zanetti keeps getting better." --RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick

Sweet Revenge
In a world so dark and seductive, expect nothing less than a triple-cross in the explosive all-new Ghostwalker novel by #1
New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan… In an underground club, a high-ranking public official spends his
secret nights indulging in fantasies as exciting as they are depraved. For a seductive employee of the Dungeon, it’s her job
to fulfill them. But she’s playing a far more dangerous game—one of blackmail, politics, and murder that reaches into the
shadow world of the Ghostwalkers, and the creation of a spectacular, one-of-a-kind new weapon of defense. But when a
dictator makes his own catastrophic moves, the Ghostwalkers have no choice but to bring in two major players—a man and
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woman both driven by passion and revenge. Both expendable. Both with nothing left to lose.
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